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ALTHOUGH THE beginning and end of his life are  obscure,  William  Underwodc’s
working life  is  particularly well documented  for a craftsman of late  fifteenth-
ccntury London. It is not known  whether  he was a  Londoner  by birth, whether he
followed his  father  in his trade or whether he was one of the many boys from  the
counties of England  sent by their families  to be  apprenticed  in the  metropolis.  The
name  of the  master  who taught him his  craft  is  also  unrecorded. The  blacksmith
was an important and ubiquitous figure in medieval town and country, sharpening
tools and making all kinds of nails, clamps, bars, rivets, hinges and locks used in
masonry and  carpentry, as  well  as shoeing horses.  His  work  was  essential  to the
building trade, the making of  boats  and all  kinds  of vehicle, to the making of
barrels  for goods, furniture and any kind  of  machinery, from mills  and  cranes  tq
clocks.I The  austerely complex wrought-iron gates of Edward IV’s  tomb  at
Windsor  made by John  Tresilian  are a surviving testimonial  to the  capabilities  of
the  late  fifteenth-century English smith.

The  first  mention of  William Underwode  occurs in 1460  when  he was
already a  man of  substance  and able to afi‘ord a tenement in the parish of St
Olave, Southwark, at the foot of  London  Bridge.  Such  a position near the  Bridge,
at the  south  entrance to the City of London and on the  main  road to the south
coast, was extremely profitable  to any trader and  William paid  the  considerable
rent  of  53s.  4d. a year.2 He had probably been in the house for some years before
1460 and here he was to  spend  the  rest  of his  life  as a tenant of the Bridge House.
This was the name given to the house, situated to the east of the Southwark end of
the  Bridge, near William Underwode’s own tenement, from where  the
administration  and  works  of London Bridge and its  estates were directed.  The
great  structure  of the  Bridge, one of the  wonders  of the medieval  world, was a
constant  recipient  of gifts and bequests of  money and  prOperty throughout its
early history from  citizens who  believed  it was a pious act to contribute to the
repair  and  upkeep of the  only crossing of the  lower  Thames.3 William  Underwode
was  intimately concerned  with London Bridge for most of his  life, both  in his  work
as a smith and as its tenant. This connection has meant that he can be  followed  at
his work  year  by year through the  voluminous  records of the  Bridge  and can be
seen  becoming gradually more  prosperous,  influential and famous in his craft  until
he  must  have been one of the best known craftsmen of the City of London in the
reigns of  Edward  IV, Richard  III and Henry VII.

In 1460—1  William  was already working for the Bridge: he  delivered  iron
work to certain of its tenements, such as the  Castle  in  Wood  Street, and mended
locks and keys to the value of £4. 0s. 16d.; he made nails of various kinds,
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sharpened  old nails in the Bridge House  stores  and did the  ironwork  for a new
'boat  to the value of  705.  4-}d. It is clear that his  business  was  already a  well

established one when one  remembers  that the  Bridge House must  have been  only
one of  many customers. That his work was sound is attested by the regular use
the Bridge  House  made  of  him.  The next accounting year 1461—2  took  him into
another property of London Bridge, mending a  great  iron  bar at a bakehouse in
Gracechurch  Street  for 8d. He was  also  employed  making a new  spindle  weighing
twenty-one  pounds  for the grindstone of the Bridge House  itself  and binding a
small  chest in its counting house with  iron.  He  sharpened  the tools of the  masons
who  were constantly at  work repairing London Bridge, he  mended  their  cart,
made  them  a saw for sawing stone and provided 105 lb of  nails  for  boats  and
roofs, among other  useful  works.‘ In 1463—4 he made five new ladles of
‘osemund’ [Swedish steel]  and  others, including a "scomer and two ‘spaters’, for
the  cement  pot, he  provided  a new lamp weighing l4-'— lb, and he made two  iron
boxes  with two  keys  and  four locks  for the receipt of the gifts of the pious in the
chapel  of St  Thomas  a Becket on the Bridge. Underwode  would  have known the
small  chapel as it was  rebuilt  in the late  fourteenth  century, with its  newel  staircase
and doorway on the  busy thoroughfare of the Bridge, its vaultéd lower  chapel  and
its windows glazed  with heraldry and the  pictures  of saints. It was  built  on the
ninth and largest of the starlings in the centre of the Bridge. The  blacksmith
possibly worshipped there  from time to time; he made a lock and key for its outer
door  in 1471—2. Its running expenses of Obits, candles  and chaplains were as
carefully recorded  for posterity as his own work by- the clerk of the Bridge
House.

The work of  repair  on the Bridge was often dangerous; unskilled labourers
doing heavy work  driving piles into the Thames bed or mending the  starlings  took
home 8d. a day at a  time  when  skilled  men  commanded  6d. a  day. William
Underwodc probably never incurred  such danger but he made the  iron  "eres  ,
weighing 80 lb, for one of the rams  used' m such  work  and he made twenty-four
pileshoes weighing 206i lb 1n  another  year. In 1465—6 he was paid 25. 2d. for an
iron contraption  with five  branches  for fishing lost tools out of the Thames and he
made another  such searching 1ron  in 1477—8, both  a testimony to his Ingenious
craftsmanship.  On a  more  prosaic  note he is to be found  a  couple of years  before
supplying scaffold  logs  for filling a  gulley where  the masons and  carpenters were
binding and repairing the  starlings  and making a groin.‘5

In 1471 London Bridge  suffered from  the  attacks  of the Bastard
Faulconbridge  against which the City defended itself  successfully. Underwode
probably took  part  in the  defence  of the Bridge and  must  have seen the  battle  at its
foot, so  near  to his own house, at close quarters; he was  certainly involved  in the
subsequent repairs to the  fabric.  He was paid for ‘208 “spikynges”, in weight
forty-five  pounds, expended  in making the new  door, first made at the new  tower
on the  bridge, burnt in this year by those  rebels  and traitors, Thomas Bastard,
called  Fauconberge, and  Nicholas  Gasquyn and {nany other malefactors—7s.
6d., ’ and he made a great new lock for this door, its  size  indicated by the large
price  of  325.  with a further  20d.  for its key.’ William  would  have seen the
Bastard’s head looking sightlessly towards Kent from its pole on the  drawbridge-
gate of the  Bridge.  He continued to  work  for the Bridge throughout the 14705: in
1474—5 he  used  75 lb of iron in the massive binding of the treasure  chest  of the
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Bridge House, into  which his own  rent  went  each year, and  provided  a  lock  and
keys for the  room where  the chest was kept. Two years later he hung the  Bridge
House bell and made it a new clapper for  6d., besides  making the ironwork of  a
,crane at Maltes Wharf in St_evynslam.a.u _ _

Since he  lived  in Bridge House property the repairs to his  house  are also
recorded.  In 1465—6 nine loads of gravel  were  used to pave  within  his tenement,
525 paving tiles  were  shared between him and two other tenants and Robert
Boltyng, paviour, was paid 7d. each for six  ‘teys’ [toise = 7-L square feet] of
paving in his house. In 1480—1 a brick  chimney and oven of  15,000  bricks was
built for him by John  Brempston, a new chamber  over  his kitchen was  tiled, both
it and the kitchen  were  daubed, and he had some new  guttering and  pipes.  The
new  chamber  and  improvements  to his property seem to indicate an expanding
business  and the desire of a  successful  man for  more  and better accommodation.
This is  further  suggested by the fact that in 1481-2 he was paying the Drapers’
Company 20s.  rent for a Southwark property. Ironically this  is the one year when
he  supplied  the  Bridge  House with neither labour nor goods.9

It is clear from records  other  than thdse of the Bridge House that  William
was not only a  blacksmith  but a spurrier as  well, a closely related  trade  with its
own company or guild to which he also,  belonged.  In 1467 he was one of several
spurriers  summoned to declare whether a certain member of the craft had
instructed  an  apprentice  sufficiently.lo By 1483 he was undoubtedly one of the
outstanding men in  both  his companies but it was his work as a  spurrier  which
was to bring him into  contact  with the new King, Richard III. He  supplied  the
royal Great Wardrobe  with  two  pairs  of all gilt, long spurs  at  13s.  4d. each, one
pair of  which  may be reasonably supposed to  have. been  those  used  in the
coronation ceremony and tied to Richard III’s feet with cords of blue and crimson
corse of  gold.” He  also supplied  five all gilt, short  spurs  at  105.  the  pair, two pairs
of which  (with  a spare?) were intended for Richard's use on the coronation  vigil,
and sixteen pairs of plain black  spurs, at 16d. the  pair, of which eight  pairs
adorned  the feet of the King’s  seven henchmen, boys  of gentle or noble  birth, and
their  master, Sir James Tyrell, in the  vigil  procession.12 Whether this was the first

_  time William worked for the Yorkist  Kings  is not known but he certainly
continued to be associated with the royal works under Henry VII for in 1487 he
was  commissioned  to purvey smiths, labourers, iron, coal and other goods, as  well
as  their  carriage, to the royal smithy at Calais."
, After  this  date his career is again  best  followed  in the accounts of the Bridge

House. In Richard  III's  reign he had continued to work for the Bridge but
infrequently.  He did some work for its  mills  at Stratford at Bow and  provided  a
lock for the new door at the foot of the  bridge, among other things. On 25
November 1483 he may have stood at his doorway to watch Richard III crossing
over  the Bridge on his return ‘oute of the  Wpst  Cuntrey’ afier Buckingham’s
rebellion.  Its thoroughfare had been  freshly strewn with twenty-four loads of
gravel  and 4d. was paid for the carriage of the trestles of guns and rails made at
London for the King’s entry.“ From 1486—7, the date of his  royal  commission,
his work for the Bridge increased dramatically, large payments being made to him
for  unspecified labour  and for goods including twelve forged  plates, each eight  .
foot long, for the  drawbridge  and five bolts for the great ‘gynne’ [engine]. In the
following year he was described as  ‘Smyth  of the Briggehousewerkes’ for the  first
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time  and  from then  on he  provided  the majority of the  ironwork  each year. The
acquisition of this title and the making of Richard  III’s  coronation  spurs  are the
two high  points  of his career. Unfortunately from 1490 the Bridge House
accounts  cease to be so  detailed  and William’s own works are no  longer
distinguishable  from  those  supplied  by other  smiths.  In 1502—3 the new name of
John Conwey occurs  among his associates and in  1504’—5  this John Conwey is
found living in William’s tenement at the Bridge foot paying six weeks rent  (6s.
8d.).” He mustthave taken  over  in mid August  1505  presumably on William’s
death. Conwey was a worthy successor for he  went  on to be master and  warden
of the Blacksmiths’ company, both  offices  which  William  Underwode must have
held during his  life, and to do much  work  for the Bridge House. The bleak  record
of the transition of tenants in the rental is a sad ending for such a  long and  useful
career.  Nothing is known of  William’s  family; he apparently had no son to
succeed him in his craft and  house  and if he made a  will, it  does  not survive.“
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